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DIGEST:

l. Where "make and miodel".AIPE splicitatlon
is viewed as sole-source prco\Jrement,
actisns of agency procbring on that basis,
regardless of how procurement ir categorized,
are (1) subject to close scrutiny; (2) must
be adequately justified, and (3) will be
upheld where, as here, there is reasonable
or rational basis for them.

2. Agency decision to procure by means of total
package approach rather than by separate
procurements for divisibie portions of the
total requirement (component breakout) will
not be disturbed by 'GAO'where, as here, there
is no clear evidenct that such dcetermination
lacked reasonable Stasis.

Ampex Corporation (Ampex) has trotested against any
award of a contract pursuant t'cJ\ request for proposals
(RFP) No. F19628-78-R-0046, issued by the Air Force
Computer Acquisition'Office,,D'epartment. of the Airairorce
(Air Force). The RFP called for a contract for the
acquisition, by lease, of UNIVAC 1100/42 Computer Systems
to upgrade the present Goyernment-owned [NIVAC 1106 com-
puter. system's for the Command Center Processing and
Display Systems (CCPDS), at the Strategic Air Command
(StC), Aerospace Defense Command (ADC), rA"tid.,lal Military
Command Center (NMCC) and the Alternate National Military
Command Center (ANMICC). Notwithstanding the pendency
of this protest, the Air Force awarded a contract to
Sperry-Univac, Inc.((Univac), pursuaht to Armed Services
ProcUremeq"t'Regulateion (ASPR) § 2-407.8(b)(2) (1976 ed.)
after making the detbernminadion that such an award would
be advantageous to the Government.
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(Ampex believes that this procurement tjhouid have
beensformally advertised rather than negotiated since
negotiation cannot be justified on the basis cisedj
impossibility of drafting specififLtidnsj irq'much as
"! * * section F of the RFP, labeled 'Descriptibhs/
y ecificatidns'.j precisely identifies the supplies to
b.Jprocured by Univae model -nmbei and by reference
to Univac specifications." Also, Ampex contends that
the RFP, by not allowing the submission of prop"sals
for equal products, exceeds the General Services
Adm'ipistration's delegation of'procurement.authority
(DPA) by only specifying a brand name and is, therefore,
unduly restrictive of competition. With respect to one
of the items listed in the RFP, Univac 131K extended
storage memory, Univac Model No. 7033-99, Ampex submits
that it manufactures a 131K extended storage memory
which "is.functionally and electrically identical to
the Univac 7033-99 memory, is totally plug-to-plaug
inter6hah'gabile with the Univac 7033-99 memory, and
has been specifically designed as a replacement for
the Univac 7033-99 memory.* * t," Ampex's positfk is
that the RFP is- improper and should "be amended. t'o pr-
mJt the submission of competitive proposals fot 'brand
name or equal,' or 'plug-to-plug compatible' 131K ex-
tended storage memories," a breakout of the items, which
will substantially reduce the price of' the lease and
result in comparable savings foL the Government.

It is apparent from Ampex's correspondence that
whether or not the solicitation was issued as an IFB.
or an RFP is not of major impjrtance to Ampex. Rather,
we note that the tAru'st of';wipex's prttest is any fodrn
of solicitation utilized under these circumstandbs which
does not contain a "brand name or equal" or "plug-to-
plug compatible" provision with respect to the extended
storage memory and does not permit procurement on an
item-by-item basis is improper. In addition, Ampex
states that it "has not challenged the Air Force 's right
to determine its minihnum Leeds nor its determination
that the RFP specifies its minimum needs. * * *"

Preparatory to the issuance of the RFP on De"cem-
bet 22, 1977, the Air Force requested on April 299and
August 4, 1977, a DPA from the General Services Admin-
istration (GSA) for a third-party, competitive procure-
ment to replace the currently installed Univac 1106 with
the UNIVAC 1100/42 computer system. The Air Force stated
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thatasuch procurement ' * is one whibh calls for
cowpitition between the'Otigihal Equipmont Manufacturer
(OEM), Univac, and other 'third-Oarty' offerorr, who
propose the spedified, Univac ADPE acquired through
other means." The bases for such request, found in the
April 29 letter, read as follows:

ia. The CCPDS is the 6nly computer
system which provides rkal-time tictical
missile.warning'and'attack assessment
information and is the singularly most
crAtical on-line' warning system. This
capability is essential for the,, survival
and employment of SAC, strike forces as
well as.providing information to the NCA.
The availability andl respo'nse criteria of
the CCPDS is paramount, since its is a
dedicated real-time tactical missile
warning/command control system. Required
on-line availability is 98 percent with a
two (2) second critical response criterion.

"b. ConiVetsion to a.-Oon-UNIVAC system
will require 98 manyearsh/T7G698M for software
conversion etfbrt and woudld take two (2)
years to corp.Lete. nThciyrteight in-house
programrers/analysts wpuld< be requited to con-
tinue. with maintenance/development of the
existing system. No manpower is available
to support the conversion effort. Parallel
operations would cost $1.268M.

"c. A six month facility construction
lead time is required if UNIVAC is not the
selected vendor. Space for a:new.,facility
or extensive modification to an existing
facility or a military construction program
request could delay implementation from one -

[to] five years anO costs in excess of $1 M.

.'d... Immediate support to process 100
nercet 6f tt& Mftpercent of s res bi ada requiremenfis and

support the eA. 1'dd-ctipacity required;;4by
the direct intErfacing Uf sensors, siuch as
PAVE PAWPS, COBRA<DAfffE, FPS-85, SA'S, GCN-3,
is essential since the current system is
capable of processing only 55 petrcent of the
workload.
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."e. Software has brsen *tandatrized
and developed byt ,Q SAC for the CCPDS
community~\invr,].Viii f (it 01106 user sites.
A noh-ULNIVAC system would require dusl
software development effortp at each user
site. An upgrade at SAC must provide the
capability Wo continue this software devel-
opment in accordance with JCS Memo 407."

Subsequent to the April 29 request, after addi-
tional. data was submitted by the Air Force and meetings
held between GSA and the Air Force, GSA denied the Air
Force's procurement request, while suggesting an interim
upgrade for CCPDS at SAC Headquarters only. The Air
Force, on August 4, 1977, accepted this suggestion, but
requbsted'authority for all four sites. On August 12,.
19 7 7, the Ccommission for Ahitoma'ted Data and Telecomnnibni-
catiodStkvlice, GSA;' issued, a DPA'JLo the Air Force to
upgrade the lhnivac 1106 hujpporting the CCPDS with the
UNIVAC 1.100/42 at SAC Headquarters only. This was later
amended on Noveinber 7, 1977, to include the three remain-
ing sites: ADC9 N1*CC and ANMCC. The bPA, among other
things, required that the RFP specifyj "make and sn'del"
and that it wasuafar an interim pariodbdhrini which the
Air Force is required to "design systems specificatk'ns
and replace this ejquipment In a fully competitive ri.lner
* * * " The interim period was to extend for 48 months
from the issuance date of the original DPA, August 12,
1977. We note that GSA has specifically withheld
authority for the future planned upgrade procurement.

The subject procurement t awas negotiated under the
authority of 10 U.S.C. S 2304(a)(10) (1976) ("iiniracti-
cable to obtain competition"), as implemented by ASPR S
3-210.2 (xiii) (1976 ed.), which provides that contracts
may be negotiated "wzhen it is impossible to draft, for
solicitati6n of bids, adequate specifications or any
other adequately detailed description of the required
supplies or services." In this regard, the *ecord shows
that on November 17, 1977, the cont-arating officer deter-
mined that it was impracticabble to obtain competition and
impossible to draft adequate specifications for the acqui-
sition of the Univac 1100/42 computer system by formal
advertising, as follows:

'p~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0
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i u ~~Findi$ngs

iThe Air Force Coiiputer Acquisition
Office'pr"oposes to procure by negotiation,
on a gpedlfled make and model basis, an
Interim upgrade. toU 1100/42 series
compuuer systems which ill replace
government--owned UNIVAC 1106 computer
eystems currently installed'at hq Strategic
Iar Command, Hq Aerospace Defense Command,

dNatifonal Military Commnnad Cebter and Alternate
National Milittry Commahd Center. The four
loc'tions comrrise a four node system called
the'.';Command Center Processing and Display
System (CCPDS). In addition, software, main-
tenance service by UNIVAC for new and currently
inste.lled government-owned"equipment, training,
veindor sutport, special1 spares requirements for
ADCO4 ,a~nd documbntaioton must be procured for
thie C('PDS. The CCb'consolidatbs and displays
warning andxstatus ot 'forces information cbr-
rent~lyobtained 'froin'Satellite Early warning
and 6thn sensbr systems. The data is critical
to the dedislon' makin4 process of thi National
Command Authorities (NCA). The,'nsi'ing con-
tract will contain renewal options which':pro-
vide a contract life of 40 months, encijing August
1981. By that time, the complete CCIDHS system
must have' been fully conpreted and installed.
Very limited or no competition may be available
because of the above requirements. The require-
mniats of the variousa3ites differ and it is
impossible to definitely determine for formally
advertised procedures the exact requirements for
each user.

"2. The use of formal adver'tising to acquire
the above-described equipment and other services
is impracticable because of the expected limited
competition and the Inability to exactly specify
the requirements for IFB purposees; hence adequate
specifications or any other detailed description
of the system and services cannot be made at this
time.
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"De termination

"The pro~osed!lcontEract is EMor poperty
or services fcs;r which it is Lipracetica-
ble to obtain competition by formal
advertising."

In support of his findings, the con'trascting officer
takes issue with Ampex's contention thiutjthe drafting of
specification's in this instance Is iiot irtltossiIble. While
admitting that identification of a Jpcprti6h of the items
being procured is by Univac model nmahber, be 0ets forth
as follows why the drafting of adequ ote01cti1ications
is impossible:

"The equipment (line items 00021 thru 09004
rof section F in RPJ3P) being prVocured is
identified by UNIVAC model number. The
software (line 0005) being 'procured Is
referenced to UNIVAC technical speagfica--
tions and published technical. literature,
Neither the specifications ncir Lbe tecohni-
cal literatUre Is uniquely Idenllffiet rj.h
exact sd~ftware that is to be ac~quired will
be the laet version available fit time of
contrac t a wdJr d. The spare partr, inventory
(line it~ms OOO7AF thru 0007AL) -list could
not be specified by the Goverrnmeit, onldy
the offerors are qualified to caove lop this
list. The trafring requirements (line
items 0012 thr6ugh '0015) cannot be precisely
articulated. Only a desired learning outcome
can be stated because this training Is mostly
informal, on-the-jab training, Dased On the
facts cited above, clearly it i-s rimpOssible
to draft well defined, unambt~qL.ous Gpecific2)-
tions to be usoO in a formally advertiseO
procurement.

with respect to Ampex's contention that 'the core
memories should be procured separately rather than via
the total package approach as the MEr F~orce has proceeded,,
the contracting officer argues that "thes Air Force is; ac-
qwtritig automatic data processing isysteexs" and "the corn-
Polients in these systems are connected In saries and are
noL operationally severable from Eliw syaern." Further, if
multiple awards were made, it is the contracting officer's

p ~~~~~belief that a system integration contracitor would be tequired
which would present the following disnd-vantayces:

Cx
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"a. In automatic oatai!processing
system failures/malfunctionii,'It is often
difficult to isolate that exact cause of
the failure. Experience has shown that
multiple vendors do not readily accept
blame for component failure. As a result,
disputes between vendors occur as to whose
component has failed. These disputes are
time consuming and result in unusual delays
in restoring the s.ystem to the specified
level of effectiveness. This problem will
always exist whenever multiple vendors are
working on a non-severable system. In view
of this problem, it is highly unlikely to
tfind a prime contractor willing to accept
responsibility for total system effective-
ness.

"b. The corollary to the above dis-
advantages is that management problems are
compounded. Multiple vendors would be
answerable to two managements - its own
and the system integration contractor.

"c. It is very doubtful any contractor
will accept responsibility for intcgrating
multiple vendors' equipments into a working
system.

"d. For on-site maintenance coverage
at, Hq ADCOM, a single contractor with an
aggregate award contract would require only
one maintenance person present at any one
time to maintain the entire system. If
Ampex equipment were added, another main-
tenance person would be required and this
would incrtease maintenance costs. In gen-
eral, as the number of contractors increase,
the number of maintenance personnel required
increases and the net impact is art increase
in overall cost to the Government.

"e. With the increased number of main-
tenance personnel required in the multiple ven-
dors scenario, the problem of security incireases
in importance. Moce user agency escorts are re-
quired to escort contractors into classified
areas. Physical survelliance of contractor
people becomes more difficult.
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Hf The Government administrative
costs are increased simply because more
than one contract is awarded."

Concerning Ampex's contehtion that the Air Forco
exceeded the authority delegated by the DPA, essen-
tially, the contracting officer's reply is that the
DPA stated that the procurement shall be on a "make
&nd model" basis and that is exactly the manner in
which the RFP was issued.

Finally, the contracting officer advises that he
was aware of the possibility that this procurement could
become noncompetitive, see D&F, supra. Therefore, the
Air Force issued a "letter of interest" to 77 third-party
vendors5 with seven of them requesting a copy of the RFP.
In addition, the procurement was synopsized in the Commerce
Businens Daily, resulting in additional requests from nine
more veindors. Based on these requests and "the fact the
Univac sells to third party dealers, [the contracting
officer] concluded that this procurement could be competi-
tive." Moreover, the contracting officer states, "For cll.
intents and purposes, this procurement was never envisioned
as a sole-source acquisition."

In response, Ampex argues that the subject specifica-
tions do not provide for full competition which violates
Federal Procurement Regulations (FPR) S 1-4.1102-16.(1964
ed., amend. 170) - "Competitive procurement," which pro-
vides that solicitation specifications should allow "full
competition" anid be "devoid of bi'as toward either a specific
product or a specific offeror." Then, Ampex cites additional
sections of the FPR, which emphasize that competition to the
"maximum practicable extent" is required (5 1-4.1107-2) and
"possible breakout of components for competitive procure-
ments" is encouraged wzhen a contracting activity is involved
in a "procurement (that) appears to be noncompetitive"
(9 1-3.101(d)), and submits that the RFP's failure to
include a "brand name or equal" or "plug to plug compatible"
provision is contrary to such regulations. At this juncture,
we must point out that it is the ASPR that is applicable to
the present procurement. However, since ASPR has similar
provisions encouraging competition, we do not find that
Ampex's citations impede our consideration of this matter.
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Ampex disagrees with the Air Force's determination
that, 'in the case cf the [CCPDSJ, the Air Force's
absolute minimum need for a highly reliable and maintain-
able total system precludes the Air Force from assuming
the normally acceptable risk inherently posed by including
any allegedly 'equal' plug-to-plug compatible components
in computer systems." (Emphasis supplied.) Ampex advises
that in February 1977, its plug-to-plug compatible memory
'was installed in a UNIVAC 1100/42 system and it 11* * *
has and is being supporte6 jointly by Univac and Ampex."
In this connection, Ampex states, "We must therefore con-
clude that th'ere is no '. . . justification to be suspi-
cious of the reliability ork\. . . plug compatible contrac-
tor suppoqt [from any potential contractor]. Further,
Ampex refers our Office to eight additional installations
where its extended core memories (Model 1100R) have been
installed and supported in Univac 1108 and 1106 systems.

The Air Force, in support of its determination,
referred to above, identified some selected problems en-
countered in the past concerning plug-to-plug compatible
equipment:

a. The time necessary for problem isolation
is increased which, in turn, has an impact
on problem resolution;

b. The depth of maintenance engineering of the
"or equal" or "plug compatible" vendors has
not compared with that of the OEM;

c. Additional downtime has resulted from the
third-party maintenance contractors not having
all of the diagnostic tools necessary for
resolution of critical system problemzs; and

d. Each vendor involved in multiple vendor
situations has a reluctance to accept
responsibility for causing a problem, which
results in finger-pointing and delay.

Also, the Air Force indicates that Ampex has only one
facility (as of February 9, 1978) that has the referenced
Univac eqt:ipment and an Ampex extended storage memory
installed and operational.
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;"We note that the tenor of the Air Force report
is oiwv of urgency--the present system is saturated and
must be upgraded with a system that has proven reli-
ability and maintainability immediately. Such is
emphasized when the Air Force states:

"This entire system is presently scheduled
to be replaLed by a competitive procurement
in the future after sufficient time has been
g.veri to the preparation of the procurement,
software conversion, installation preparation
an'. other matters. Furthermore, one muct
consider the short period of time presently
available to conduct a system replacement
procurement, a factor which in large part
drives the specified make and model require-
mento. SAC has a need for a system upgrade now,
and requires that upgrade to be as reliable and
as maintainable as pocsible given the present
system." l

GSA, she overseer of the automatic data processing
equipment management and procurement (See Federal Property
Management Regulations (FPPtR) 5 101-32 (1977) and Federal
Procurement Regulations (FrPR) g 1-4.11 (1964 ed. amend.
170)), has also submitted a report to our Office, It is
GSA's position that the Air Force dad not exceed the
authority delegated to it by the DPA. GSA, in support
of its position, points out that the D1PA specifically
states "Your !Air Force] Solicitation shall be on a make
and model basis" and this is what is expressed by the
subject Pl'p.

We concur. A review of both the [PA and RPP with
respect to the designation of a specific make and model
indicates no inconsistency between the documents.

With respect to the Air Force's position concerning
the need for a make and model specification and a total
procurement, GSA, in support of the Air Force position
and, in essence, its own actions, advises:

"* * * at the tvime of formulating
the August 12 LDPA, GSA had intended to
require full anal open competition among
the third party and plug compatible seg-
ments of the market place, by stating
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in the IJPA make and model or plug
compatible equIvale('ts. In addition,
although the DPATdhrB- ot require that
the $FP solicit on an item by item basis,
GSA had expected that the total require-
ment would have been separated into
competable bid items. On.r'ebruary 1,
1978, a draft DPA amendment was prepared
to changc the DPA to perry the offering
of severable items iAnd coiiirpatible equiv-
alents. After several hntermediate dis-
cuscions, the Air Force, in a classified
briefing at GSA oni February 17, 1978,
presented compelling reasons an to why
the subject acquisition strategy and
solicitation could. not be changed as GSA
proposed. In short, the Air Force is of
the view that it cannot afford to take
the operational risk which it feels is
associated with plug to plug compatibles U
and multi-vendcicr support * A * GSA
agrees with the Air Porce that the DPA
should not be amended at this point in
time. "

The compelling reasons referred to in the above quote
were that "l[the proposed GSA amendment would have
resulted in'(1) undue delay likely to jeopardize national
defense, (2) potential operational problems associated
with the multi-vendor enviromnent which would bave pre-
sented an unacceptable risk :o national defensc, and (3)
unacceptable technical risks created by nor-OEM maintenance
vendors."

As stated above, the thrust of Ampex's protest is
directed toward the omission of a "brand name or equal"
provision and the preclusion of separate procurements
for divisible portions of the tota'. package. In other
words, Ampex has raised quests Ins concerning the fact
that the solicitation, except for the third-party offeror
provision, appears to be a sole-source procurement for
a particular product.

We note that the FPR characterizes a procurement
based on specific make and model specifications as a
noncompetitEive procurement (sole-source procurement):

I.w
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"PPR § 1-4.1102-18 Noncompetitive (Sole
source) procurement. (1964 ed. amend. 170).

"A 'noncompetitive procurement ('sole
source procurement') means that the
Government's recqirements are set forth
in the form of necessary specifications
which are so restrictive that there is
only one known supplier capable of
satisfying the Govarnineht's requirement.
Procurements based on specific make and
model specifications/pur'hase descrip-
tions fall in this category, notwith-
standing the existence of adequate price
competition * * * .

We also note that such characterization does not change
even if there is adequate ptice competition. It appeirs
that the FPR envisioned the use of a "third va rty cff6eror"
provision, as here, where a specific item is sought With
no concern or relatively little concern for the supplier
of the item. Ndvertheless, it is apparent that the inclu-
sion of such a provision would rot remove the procurement
from the sole-source category. Our review of ASPIR indi-
cates that ASPR does not have any provision which is in
conflict with the aforementioned FPR section. While ASPR
is not as explicit as the PP11 in this respect, ASPIR S
1-1206.1(b) (1976 ed.) does provide that "'ftlhe fords
'or equal' should not be added wthen it has been determined
* * * that only a particular product meets the essential
requirements of the Government * * *." In addition, we
do note that even though ASPR's authorization of a "sole
source make and model procurement" is limited, the facts
of this case are such that the authorization would be
applicable.

While the Air Force attempted to make this procuie-
ment competitive, we recoguuize that most, if not all,
"make and model" procurements car, be viewed as "defacto"
sole-source solicitations. Accordingly, t he question
before our Office is whether the Air Force, regardless
of how it categorized thn procurement, has properly
justified its actions.
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By virtue of the requirement for maximum practical
compeniti6n, agency decisions to procure sole source must
be adeq4ately jus'tified and are subject to close scrutiny.
Preci'sion Dynamics Corporation, 54 Comp. Gen. 1114 (1975),
75-1 CPD 402. Such decisions, however, will be upheld
if there is a reasonable or rational basis for them.
Winslow Associates, 53 Comp. Gen. 478 (1974), 74-1 CPD
14, and B-178740, May 8, 1975, 75-1 CPD 283.

In applying these principles, our Office has recog-
nized that noncompetitive awards may be made where the
minimum needs of the Government can be satisfied'only
by items or services which are unique, B-175953, July 21,
1972; where time is of the essence and only one known
source can merit the Go'vernment's needs within the required
timiframe, 52+ Ctbw'p.- Gen. 987 (1973), Hughes Aircraft
Compahy, 53 rd. 670 (1974), 74-1 CPD 137, California
Microwave, :Ifnc.,54 id. 231 (1974) 74-2 CPD 181; where
only a sing fli source can provide an itdm which must be
compatible anO interchangeable with existing equipment,
B-152158, Novemlber 18, 1963, and B-174968, Decembev 7,
1972; and where only one firm could teasonably be e;:--
pected to deVelop or produce a required item without
undue technical risk, Control Data Corp6ration, 55 Comp.
Gen. 1019 (1976), 76-1 CPD 276, and Hughes Aircraft
ComaDny, supra. On the other hand, we have objected to
sole-source procurements when the circumstances did not
justify noncompetitive awards. 52 Comp. Gun. 987 (1973)
and Environmental Protection Agenc sole-source procure-
ments, 54 id. 58 (1974), 74-2 CPD 59.

After carefully considering Ampex's assertions and
the various documents of record, referred to above, we
are unable to conclude that the Air Force's actions in
the instant procurement were without a reasonable basis
or legally objectionable.

with respect to the Issue of separate procurements
for divisible portions of the total package, generally,
it is for the contracting agency to make the determination
to procure by means of a total package approach cather
than by separate procurements for divisible portions of
the total requirement (component breakout). In the absence
of olear evidence that such determinations lack a reasonab]e
basis, they will not be disturbed by our Office. Control
Data 3C9p., 55 Comp Gen. 1019, 1023 (1976), 76-1 C1UD 276;
Kfien and Vickers, Inc_ , t al., 54 Comp. Con. 445, 452
(1974), 74-2 CPD 303. Memorex Corporation, B-187497,
March 14, 1977, 77-1 CPIYTD-7. -

K.M
ret ¶1~ ~~I
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To tile,.x'ent that Ampex seeks t4 C1-va component
breakout undet this contract, we be6lieF the Air Force
has acted reasonably in requiring a EGG al pa'kage pro-
curement. Even though separate proctirements maylbe
possible, as Ampex claims, the benefits of a total pro-
curement under the circums%6nces of this case cannot
be denied. Therefore, we find no merit in this portion
of the protest.

Based on the foregoing conclusions. which we believe
are dlispositive of Ampex's protest, all other issues
raised by Ampex are rendered academic.

Accordingly, Ampex's protest is denied.

Acting Compt rolceir G2 'eral
of the United States
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